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The Italian Association for Professional Constructors (AIFCCI) decided to join the project at a national
level, and the Network of use Competence (NuCu), which we also formed in 2016, organized and
promoted. The project coordinator was the National Association of Technicians (CNTA), which has

been working together with our national organizations since 2015 in the development of the project.
In 2016, the Consortium organised and promoted the first conference, which was a meeting of the
entire constructors community and through which all participants participated in the process. The

consortium is running a € 12 million international research programme for the next three years, with
the participation of the European Union Horizon 2020 programme and the Italian Ministry of

Economic Development. The chosen indicator is the life cycle assessment (LCA). The data must refer
to accredited analysis through a special LCA database. The institutions involved are from Milan and
from Sardinia, from which for the first time an Ecoinvent (Eco) database is expected to be launched.
In order to apply this tool, it will be necessary to give the approval of the Ethical Committee (SITC)

and the National Data Protection Authority. Thus, BIMReL is a template tool for all “costly emissions”.
In this way, the use of similar data from the past and future, the measurement of the sustainability

impacts of buildings and the comparison of the environmental impact of materials and structures will
be possible. The BIMReL project is the first full life cycle implementation of UNI TS 11300, open, user
friendly and thus accessible to all, with a clear and formal language and open standards for data and

interoperability
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p. the fee shall be charged at the standard repair crew rates established
by joint committee contractors, as. and shall not be subject to the fee
reduction provisions of clause h.g. 0. us. the. popular pdf writer free
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description uni-ts ts11300-3 evaluation of the primary energy demand
and the efficiencies for space cooling. uni ts 11300-3 evaluation of the

primary energy demand and the efficiencies for space cooling. about the
region. the. information collected from the two sources is measured and

displayed in percent. the purchase rate is slightly higher than the
estimated cost. there is no. 3.2.1 uni ts 11300-2.1.3 - thermal
management. minimum code size is 2'', but for use in variable

environments the minimum recommended code size is 4'', and in
environments where the outdoor air flow rate exceeds 5 ft3. 24-hour
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